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A terracotta portrait bust of the Marquis de Lafayette with the signature “houdon an. 1790”, now 
broken, was given to Boston College by Edward S. Ryan in 1966.  The two objectives of this 
study were: (1) To determine the methods used to create this bust and (2) whether or not it could 
have been made in the studio of Jean-Antoine Houdon.  A materials analysis using Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) was performed 
on five representative samples from different regions of the bust.  Three samples were 
unpolished and two were polished using an argon beam milling technique, completely preserving 
the heterogeneous samples.  It was found that the bust was created by pressing wet clay into 
piece mold, the waxy surface is not original to the sculpture, and the pink layer is the result of a 
higher iron particle concentration.  It is almost impossible to absolutely determine whether or not 
Houdon made the bust, due to uncertainties in provenance and the large number of busts made 
by, and copied from, Houdon.  However, it is clear that the materials original to the sculpture 
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Introduction 
Boston College received a handsome terracotta portrait bust of the Marquis de Lafayette 
as a gift in December 1966.  While the head of the bust is intact, the rest lies in fragments: the 
result of an unfortunate accident.  His eyes eerily stare into space and seem to hold the answer to 
the mystery of his creation.  The underside of what was the right arm shows the words “houdon 
an. 1790” split jaggedly in two halves.  While surprising to see such a famous name, a signature 
alone is insufficient to determine if Jean-Antoine Houdon, one of the greatest sculptors of the 
Enlightenment, created the bust.  Through a combination of scientific and art historical analysis, 
the methods used to create the bust and the validity of the date as the late eighteenth century can 
be examined. 
The bust is a portrait of the Marquis de Lafayette in his Garde Nationale uniform 
(Figures 1 and 2).  Lafayette wears a wig and looks much older than in an earlier portrait bust by 
Houdon, created before 1785.  His uniform, hair, and face are worked in great detail.  The matte 
surface of the bust varies between a smooth, dull brown and chalky, pale beige.  On the face, the 
darker area seems to have been applied with a dry brush due to the presence of a clear 
brushstroke of the darker color present on Lafayette’s left cheek.  Similar marks are found on 
other larger fractured pieces.  There are pins on the underside of the neck where it detaches from 
the shoulders, perhaps evidence of a repair made in 1969 or earlier.   
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Looking at a cross section of the bust, one can see that there are multiple layers: a thin 
surface layer, then a pink layer, followed by a gray layer that extends to the interior surface.  The 
interface between the pink and gray layer is fairly even throughout, with some areas having a 
thicker pink layer than others.  The texture of the vertical cross sections of the fragments differs.  
Some pieces have a smooth cross section caused by the bust fracturing after hitting a hard 
surface.  Other pieces have a cross section that is much more textured and appears to have been 
the result of “slipping” together the original clay sections from a piece mold.  Slipping is a 
process where the artist takes a mixture of clay and water, brushes it between two wet pieces of 
clay, and molds the two pieces together.  The interior of the bust is hollowed out cleanly and 
finger imprints are present on the inner face of the fragments, further suggesting that the wet clay 
was pressed into a plaster piece mold. 
The signature appears to have been written while the clay was still wet, determined by its 
depth and chunks of clay residue on the edges of the letters, though this cannot be stated 
definitely.  However, it is definite that the signature was added before the waxy surface because 
it has seeped into the letters.  There are no other identifying stamps, seals, or markers on the bust 
that would complement the signature.  The bust rests on a red marble stand.  From the 
appearance, the bust is identical to the marble at Versailles, also dated 1790, with intricate details 
present on the uniform (Figure 3).  Unfortunately there is very little known about the history of 
the bust at Versailles as compared to other busts by Houdon. 
 
History at Boston College 
When the bust arrived at Boston College in December of 1966, it was assumed to be an 
authentic Houdon by donor Edward S. Ryan.  Ryan was a fine arts dealer who lived and worked 
in the Montfort House, at 170 Beacon Street in Boston1.  It is likely that Ryan graduated from 
Boston College, as he is present in the 1931 yearbook.  Besides the information in his senior 
yearbook, there is no other information about Ryan in Boston College’s alumni news records.  
The only other information about Ryan that Boston College has are his letters relating to the 
sculpture, from which it is clear that Ryan and the university’s president at the time, Michael P. 
Walsh S.J., had a friendly relationship.  On January 20, 1967, Ryan sent a partial history of the 
bust to Walsh that contains weighty claims.  In the letter accompanying this partial history, Ryan 
states that the it makes “no notice…of the fact that this is the bust exhibited at the White House 
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during the reign of Queen Jaqueline the First”, which would add to its historical significance.  
The one-page history attributes the terracotta piece to Houdon and states that it is the one 
“exhibited in the Salon of 1791 under the number 484 and mentioned by Eudore Souille …under 
the number 1573” 2.  The document continues to state that the bust remained within the Lafayette 
family until 1920 when it was sold to Lucien Demotte, the son of a famous art dealer and 
collector in Paris and New York.  It remained with Demotte until his death in 1937.  It is unclear 
if the bust was in America before 1937, but the note at the bottom of the document states that 
Mrs. John Wilson acquired it from the Demotte estate, and when her collection was liquidated in 
Newport, RI, it reached Edward Ryan.  The social and historical significance of Mrs. John 
Wilson is unclear from the document. 
Deconstructing the statements from the letter show that the historical information relating 
to the bust before Houdon’s death is accurate, but refers to the bust at Versailles and not 
necessarily this one.  The two busts are identical in form but not in material.  The catalogues 
from the Salon of 1791 indicate that eleven pieces of sculpture by Houdon were exhibited, this 
piece being one of them.  However, the material of each work is not specified3.  The bust of 
Lafayette under number 484 is likely the one from 1790, as opposed to the earlier bust of 
Lafayette in the American revolutionary army uniform.  The earlier Lafayette bust was exhibited 
in the Salon of 1787, with the material specified as marble.  The marble bust of Lafayette at 
Versailles is, to date, the only known authentic version that exists, however “there remain 
unanswered questions about this particular marble and its offshoots”4.  There are no known 
documents that prove that Houdon’s Lafayette exhibited in the Salon of 1791 is marble, yet 
many have concluded that it is the Versailles bust5.  This has been concluded because typically, 
the ultimate goal of a sculptor is to execute a final form of her work in marble.  As mentioned, 
this version of Lafayette is one of the more mysterious works by Houdon, one reason being that 
Houdon’s signature on the marble bust is crossed out and re-carved with no effort to mask the 
error.  Some of Houdon’s works have an identifying red seal, though there is no rhyme or reason 
to Houdon’s decision to use the seal.  It is used seemingly at random.  The marble Lafayette at 
Versailles does not possess this red seal and neither does this terracotta version.  It is also 
currently accepted that the marble Versailles Lafayette is the one cited in Houdon’s posthumous 
sale list, even though in the list, the material of the Lafayette bust is not specified again.  The 
other, earlier, Lafayette marble was located in America at the time. 
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Ryan was involved with important circles in Boston, especially if he bequeathed 
expensive artwork as gifts.  There is not much publicity about him in the Boston Globe 
excluding an interesting article titled “New Raphael Hanging in Gloucester?” written in 19716.  
The article states that Ryan was a close friend of John Hays Hammond, an inventor and collector 
who gave his medieval castle to the Boston Archdiocese in 1965 upon his death.  Ryan bought 
the painting from the estate of Henry Pratt, also in Newport, RI, in 1951 and gave the coveted 
painting to the Gloucester castle as a gift.  When asked about authentication, Ryan confidently 
stated that he has never brought it to a major museum or Italian Renaissance scholar.  He says, 
“…we’re not going to sell it or auction it off.  I’m not doing this for publicity or any ulterior 
motive, either”6.  This information is necessary when considering how little Ryan must have 
doubted the authenticity of this Houdon bust.  From this article, Ryan’s opinion on authentication 
of the art he collected can be inferred and his motives as a person are evident.  The same way he 
gave the Lafayette bust to Boston College as a gift with no expectation of monetary return or 
recognition, he gave the painting to Gloucester castle.  The article confirms his importance in the 
art world and his status in society. 
At Boston College, Laurence Dorr S.J., Executive Assistant to the Vice President, 
struggled to find an appropriate campus location for this artistic treasure.  Not only was it an 
honor to receive a bust that was believed to be crafted by Houdon, but the possibility that it was 
exhibited at the White House during the Kennedy Administration makes it more important to 
Boston College.  Kennedy received an honorary degree from the university in 1956 and was the 
only Irish Catholic President, which are both important connections to the university.  The exact 
dates of when the bust was in the White House and the conditions on which it was there are 
unknown, however its presence there would correlate with the décor at the time.  Jackie Kennedy 
redecorated the White House in the 18th century French style.  Jackie and her decorator, Ms. 
Helen Parish, were looking for donors to lend or donate works of art to the White House in an 
effort to truly make it a national treasure. The White House Historical Society papers state that 
they were specifically looking for: “Portrait sculptures of the Presidents or such American 
figures as Benjamin Franklin, by such accomplished artists as Jean-Antoine Houdon”7.  
Lafayette, though French, was a hero of the American Revolution and loved on both sides of the 
Atlantic, thus he would have been considered an important figure in America worthy of resting 
in the White House.  Ideally, they wanted the pieces to become part of the permanent White 
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House Collection, but they were more than willing to accept pieces on loan.  These pieces were 
to be recorded in a catalogue kept in the White House.   
Letters from Fr. Dorr to faculty members and administrators on campus show the 
difficulty in finding an on-campus location for the bust prior to the existence of the McMullen 
Art Museum.  Lafayette rested in Dorr’s office in St. Mary’s Hall, remaining there when Fr. 
Richard Olsen took over Dorr’s position in 1968.  In 1969, the decision was made to move 
Lafayette to the Botolph House, which is the location of the President’s office, and in the process 
its head fell off.  The head was reattached at some point before 1972, which can be inferred from 
a letter written in 1972 in the McMullen file proposing that the National Gallery in Washington 
D.C. accept the bust on loan.  At some point between 1972 and 1980, the bust was broken during 
a Boston College Catalog photo shoot.  From the time it was broken, it remained in storage until 
1989.  The bust was stored in a cardboard box and wrapped in newspaper. 
 
Houdon’s Materials, Process, and Ideology 
The bust of Lafayette under consideration is made of terracotta, or “cooked clay”. Clay is 
mainly composed of the elements aluminum, silicon, and oxygen among traces of other elements 
depending on where the clay originated.  Another characteristic of clay used for terracotta 
sculpture is the presence of grog in the clay.  Grog is a term used for silicon dioxide (quartz) 
particles or previously fired bits of clay that are added to the wet clay8,9.  The addition of grog 
makes the wet clay easier to work with and strengthens the clay once it is fired.  Typically one 
third of the final mixture is grog.  Clay becomes terracotta when it has been baked in an oven at 
high temperatures to harden and strengthen it.  Once wet clay has been molded by hand or 
pressed into a mold, it is set aside to dry for a minimum of a few weeks in a cool, dark place9,10.  
The drying period can last anywhere from a few weeks to many months9.  This allows the clay to 
harden enough so that when moved or handled, the form of the sculpture does not become 
damaged.  Once the clay sculpture has dried, it is fired at high temperatures in a kiln, or brick 
oven.  When clay is fired at or above the right temperature, a process called vitrification occurs.  
Vitrification is the formation of glass in the clay, or the consolidation of the clay.  Clay reacts 
differently to heat and can be low refractory or high refractory, which refers to how high the 
temperature must be for vitrification to occur.  Low refractory clay does not need as high of a 
temperature as high refractory clay to see initial vitrification11.  The firing temperature can also 
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play a role in the color of the clay in combination with the original color of the clay12, though 
this depends on the composition and color of the original wet clay. 
Understanding Houdon’s artistic process is important in the investigation of the bust of 
Lafayette.  Houdon, a man of many mediums, worked in bronze, terracotta, marble, and plaster.  
Busts in bronze, terracotta, and plaster begin with an original clay model, sculpted by hand 9.  An 
original model is an opportunity for the artist to truly and uniquely create his vision13,14.  Once an 
original is complete, the two most common uses for it are to carve a marble bust using the clay as 
a model or to create a mold from the original clay.  Because a marble version of this Lafayette 
exists, one can be positive that a clay original existed, as well 9.  Carving marble is an expensive 
and difficult venture, thus Houdon would not have created a marble bust without having first 
worked out the form in clay.  The second use for an original model is as a means to create a 
plaster mold.  A mold is a negative impression of a sculpture that can be used to cast copies of 
the sculpture in multiple materials.  The artist first makes a waste mold, a process in which the 
original clay is destroyed.  Usually, the original is destroyed and the plaster mold is kept as a 
record and as a means to create copies of the work.  Houdon stated, “a waste mold is made of 
only two pieces and has to be broken to remove the plaster, which is therefore unique…serves as 
a model and is equivalent to the clay, which is also lost”13.  From this waste mold, an original 
plaster is created.  This is valuable because one does not fire plaster, making it more stable and 
the process less tedious.  Once an original plaster was created, Houdon would have made the 
mold à-pièces3,5,9.  He made his molds in multiple pieces to avoid destruction of the plaster work 
used to create the mold if the original has been broken, or if the original clay was to be 
preserved.  The creation of a mold is a way to preserve a model and to make many copies of a 
piece. 
 Houdon usually kept the surfaces of his busts natural, emphasizing the nature of the 
materials and his own skill.  Houdon despised glazes.  He believed that a glaze immediately 
made a portrait bust unrealistic and took away any human quality:  
 
“Most of my works are not varnished…because…flesh, as well as many other things, is not 
smooth, polished, and shiny.  When that happens it is because a greasy sweat spreads oil over the 
face, which is not attractive”5.   
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Sometimes Houdon used patinas to color the surfaces of his busts.  A patina is a treatment or 
color applied to the surface of sculpture to change the appearance of the material of the bust.  
Houdon also used “gum arabic with a little water added” as a way to color surfaces5.  
Unfortunately, throughout the nineteenth century, many painted over the original surfaces of 
Houdon’s busts often destroying the delicate features of the busts as well as the natural surface.  
The plaster Lafayette at the Boston Athenaeum originally had a matte surface that was painted 
with a pale terracotta-hued watercolor.  In the course of history, a thick, white lead paint was 
applied to the entire bust.  While this seems absurd, it was in accordance with the style of the 
nineteenth century.  Also, the Boston Athenaeum owned many white busts and this was painted 
to match those.  Many of Houdon’s other busts, including one of George Washington, were 
painted. 
Houdon viewed his work as both high art and a source of income.  Having molds of his 
busts of popular public figures allowed him to produce numerous copies of his work.  It also 
allowed his assistants to produce copies of his work, to which Houdon would add the finishing 
details.  His casts acted as opportunities to make variations on an original design.  Houdon saw 
the benefits of having the ability to easily reproduce his work from the beginning of his career.  
As early as 1767 when working on his Ecorché, he made a clay model first and then made a 
mold from this clay model with the intention of casting copies5.  He noticed the sculpture’s 
popularity and “seized the opportunity to duplicate and sell it”.  Houdon was an entrepreneur and 
“he saw that reproducing the sculpture in plaster would both enhance his reputation and bring 
him a substantial income”5.  He was one of the first sculptors to begin to mass-produce his work.  
In 1790, Houdon was at the pinnacle of his career, so he would have wanted to make his art as 
commercially available as possible.  He had a full-functioning studio with assistants who worked 
for him and aided in the swift and efficient production of sculpture. 
 
Original versus Fake 
 Naturally, Houdon and those in his studio were not the only people who produced copies 
of his sculptures.  Many people made both honest reproductions and dishonest forgeries of his 
work.  Houdon was very angry about the prospect of others forging his work by making molds of 
his busts, which were then used to make casts.  He believed that it was even worse if one made a 
copy and put his name on it for fear of it possessing a lower quality than his own work, which 
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would mar his reputation5.  During the 19th century and continuing into the 20th, three prominent 
centers of sculpture reproduction were: Atelier des musées nationaux, Sèvres, and the Caproni 
brothers.  In addition to being prominent, they would be the most likely sources of reproduction 
of this particular bust.  None of these well-known sources were willing to deceive the masses, 
and thus clearly marked their work with an identifying logo or seal.  They frequently made 
reproductions in plaster or porcelain, and less frequently in terracotta.  Terracotta reproductions 
made from a piece mold are more difficult to create than plaster reproductions because clay is 
not as easy to manipulate as plaster and firing can be complicated.  Though it is unlikely these 
sources created this particular bust, it is important to discuss the reasons why they did not.  The 
first possibility is that the Atelier des musées nationaux made this bust.  The Atelier was 
associated with the Louvre in Paris and made reproductions of famous works of sculpture.  They 
made reproductions, in plaster, of this model from 1893 to 19915.  They would have used the 
bust at Versailles, or had someone create a clay copy by hand, to make a mold.  The Atelier 
stamped their copies with an identifying seal15, and no seals were found on any pieces of the 
bust.  The second possibility is that this is a Sèvres reproduction5.  Sèvres reproductions of this 
model exist, including one in the White House collection16, however they exclusively made 
reproductions in porcelain and identified their products with a logo depicting an “S” inside a 
triangle.  The third possibility is that the Caproni Brothers, located in Boston, made this 
reproduction.  Pietro Caproni was one of the last people allowed to enter the famous museums of 
Europe and make molds directly from sculptures.  Caproni would have made this bust in the late 
19th century, and it would have been plaster17.  The catalog of their plaster reproductions shows 
only the earlier plaster Lafayette bust by Houdon in the American Revolutionary uniform17.  It is 
important to remember that the only known authentic version of this 1790 Lafayette bust by 
Houdon is in white marble, thus the reproductions made would attempt to recreate the marble 
effect.  This bust is made of terracotta, and the surface color and base do not attempt to resemble 
the original marble in any way, showing these are artistic decisions rather than efforts to create 
an exact replica of the marble. 
It is important to consider that if this bust had not been broken, its authenticity would not 
have been questioned.  The prospect of repairing a broken piece of artwork that may not be 
“authentic” sounds unreasonable.  However, one must consider what makes a piece of sculpture 
authentic.  The popular assumption is that if the artist herself creates a work then it must be 
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original.  Malvina Hoffman, a renowned American sculptor, deconstructs the idea of an authentic 
sculpture.  She states that it is unacceptable to call a sculpture authentic unless it is the original 
clay model made by the artist12.  Guilhem Scherf, who has written on Houdon, illuminates the 
way Houdon’s studio operated in stating that the large body of Houdon’s work “is inconceivable 
without the intervention of a studio and of assistants to help the artist”13.  He states that Houdon 
“must be credited with the conception of these works” but that he did not often have his hand in 
every state of their creation with the exception of important royal commissions.  Most of 
Houdon’s terracotta pieces were reproductions: “the studio stepped in to…duplicate most of the 
works modeled by the artist”13.  More specifically, the “vast majority of portraits in terra cotta 
are castings from piece molds and not modeled works”13.  It is likely that this bust was made 
from a plaster piece mold, which leads to the idea that the mold was created from one of 
Houdon’s works.  This makes the bust a cast or a copy, regardless of whether or not it was made 
by Houdon’s hands.  In the Smithsonian Collections Research Catalog there are just fewer than 
twenty listed sculptures of the Marquis de Lafayette18.  Some list Houdon as the artist, and others 
state “Copy After” Houdon, “Cast After” Houdon, or have unidentified artists.  These sculptures 





 The phenomenon of thermoluminescence, an inherent property of many minerals, is 
exploited in dating sculpture made of clay.  Carbon dating, one of the more widely known 
techniques, cannot be used to date objects made of clay due to the very low concentration of 
carbon in clay and humans as a source of that carbon, which obscure results.  Minerals are 
arranged in a regular lattice that consists of a repeating pattern.  Clay has such a structure, and its 
lattice has irregularities in structure and impurities.  These disruptions are often localizations of 
charge deficits, which attract electrons that have energy to enter the conduction band (Figure 4).  
These electrons flow through the lattice as a result of naturally occurring ionizing radiation19.  A 
fraction of these electrons are trapped in the impurity sites.  The charge-deficient ions in the 
lattice that contributed the electrons have become luminescence centers.  These trapped electrons 
are released only when exposed to very high temperatures.  The energy needed to release these 
trapped electrons and the amount that actually become trapped vary depending on the crystal 
lattice, which differs with the type of clay.  Once the clay with the trapped electrons reaches a 
certain temperature, the electrons are released and fall into a luminescence center (Figure 5).  
Here the energy is released as photons, or discrete quantities, of light.  This light is the 
thermoluminescence measured in the thermoluminescence dating (TL dating) technique. 
Currently, the only technique used to date sculpture and ceramics is TL dating.  In 1989, 
Oxford used this technique in an attempt to date the bust to the 18th century.  The analysts took a 
cubic 1 cm x 1 cm piece from “the inside of the bust, on reinforcing band” from the small 
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fragment that they received (Figure 6).  They confirmed it was terracotta and performed the TL 
dating technique.  The report submitted to Boston College with the sample had no explanation of 
the data or the parameters used in the procedure20.  They made immense conclusions in a few 
sentences with no clarification or detail.  Further, they state that the TL analysis was “dirty”, yet 
say “all indications are that this is most likely a 19th century object”20.  In the late 1980s, 
especially with little information about the bust, its environment, or its history, it would be 
careless of a scientist to make such a statement.  Papers written around this time, and after 1989, 
support this19,21.   
One of the major problems with thermoluminescence dating in this context is that it relies 
on the moment the clay was last fired.  Once the sample reaches a high enough temperature, the 
trapped electrons are released and take years to become trapped again.  If the object reaches at 
least 500 oC the “clock” is reset to zero at that moment, and the object appears to be younger 
than it really may be.  This method of dating is not absolute because of its dependence on 
temperature, environment, and type of clay.  The traditional way to treat clay before it is fired is 
to let it completely dry out 9,10,12,22.  It is not unlikely that the bust could have been forgotten in a 
studio and fired at a later date, or left to dry for months, which was common in Houdon’s 
studio9.  Also, there is evidence that Houdon signed his work with the date the original was 
created.  A bust created in his studio years after the original model was fashioned would appear 
to be younger by TL dating when comparing the data with the date marked on the work of art.  In 
reference to one of his busts, Poulet states that “the superb Neuchâtel bronze is dated 1781, 
referring to the date of the original model” and through this implies the sculpture is younger than 
the date leads one to believe5.  The date on the bust, whether created in Houdon’s studio or not, 
is not necessarily the date of the year the clay was fired.  In addition, the error associated with 
this technique can be quite large for certain samples.  Under ideal circumstances, the error is ± 
15 %19.  Typically for art objects the error is ± 20 %, and because only one piece of a small 
section was analyzed, the analyst was irresponsible.  Another paper, written in 1992 states the 
following: 
 
“Thermoluminescence is useful to complete stylistic points of view, even for so recent periods, 
on the condition that such a study is performed on a representative number of pieces, with some 
attested artefacts, and that all the results are carefully, critically used and interpreted. Results 
obtained with the same thermoluminescence techniques, but on isolated samples, would be, in 






There is another factor contributing to the inaccuracy of the dating: The dates in question are 
fairly recent.  A period of less than 100 years separates whether or not Houdon could have made 
the bust.  TL dating can be very useful if the object in question is a forgery or copy of an original 
made hundreds or thousands of years ago.  The analysis becomes tricky and inaccurate when 
looking at smaller and more recent date ranges.   
There are different types of thermoluminescence dating, some of which are more accurate 
than others.  The exact procedure that Oxford used was not specified, and one cannot assume that 
the most thorough analysis was performed.  There are 
many assumptions that can be made based on the phrase 
“dirty analysis”, used by Oxford.  The clay could have 
been fired in a low-temperature oven, meaning the bust 
only reached temperatures around 500 oC – 650 oC.  This 
is the low temperature limit for TL dating, which 
immediately makes the data less accurate19.  A low firing 
temperature could have contributed to the fragility of the 
bust, as well.  All clay is not well behaved when 
considering thermoluminescence23 and some clays are 
“hardly thermoluminescent at all”19.  This would result in 
a date that is much more recent than its actual date.  Other 
clays do not have a straight-line relationship between 
radiation dose and thermoluminescence, meaning more 
error contributing to the readings.  Further, there is no 
consideration of the environment in which the sculpture was stored, which could alter the data.  
Even if one assumes that the TL dating is at its most accurate, the results of such a process do not 
give an absolute date.  If repairs were made to the bust or any glaze or engobe were added to the 
surface, one could have easily re-fired the clay at any point in history.  The reinforcing band on 
the bust, from which the TL sample was taken (Figure 6), could have been added at a later date, 
as well.  The technique only measures the apparent date of the sample used, not an entire work.  
Based on these possibilities in combination with the error associated with the technique in 1989, 
this isolated analysis should not be taken as absolute. 
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While the perceived impossibility of truly dating the bust looms, there is another 
approach.  From a rigorous investigation of the materials that are used to create the bust emerge 
clues about its history and how it was made.  Dating the bust primarily using its materials could 
be argued to be more subjective than other techniques.  Yet the other techniques available prove 
to be almost useless in the case of this work, particularly because the provenance is unclear, the 
circumstances for creation of the marble bust are unknown, and the dating technique is likely 
inaccurate.  Morphological and elemental information are complementary in gaining information 
about the samples, which can be extrapolated to the sculpture as a whole.  The morphology of a 
sample gives specific information about the degree to which the clay was fired, types of particles 
embedded in the matrix, and the structure of different compounds, which can help determine the 
intended use of materials.  The elemental, or chemical, composition of the structures within the 
samples is important in determining how recently the bust could have been created.  As a result 
of the quick advancement of Chemistry and discoveries about how to manufacture new 
chemicals, it is easy to spot materials that are anachronistic to Houdon’s lifetime.  The 
combination of knowledge of Houdon’s techniques, the macroscopic and nanoscopic structure of 
the bust, and elemental composition of the materials present in the bust is the most 




 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used to study the morphology and elemental 
composition of the Lafayette bust.  The JEOL JSM-7001F Scanning Electron Microscope was 
used to examine five samples.  The average size of the samples was 13 mm.  Clay is an insulator, 
not a conductor.  Due to this property of the samples, it was necessary to coat them with a thin 
layer of gold.  Without this coating, charge buildup occurs on the surface of the sample.  Because 
the samples are non-conducting, the electrons do not flow down the material and onto the sample 
holder.  The resulting charge buildup completely distorts the image and washes it out.  Coating 
with gold allows the electrons to leave the surface of the samples.  Three of the five samples 
were coated using a gold sputtering instrument.  The gold sputtering system used was the 
Hummer 6.6 Sputter System.  Argon was used as the inert gas.  Samples that were coated were 
coated for 150 seconds, resulting in a 10 nm-thick surface coating.  Other samples were prepared 
using a cross section polisher and were embedded in epoxy to preserve the particles in the 
delicate surface layer.  The cross section polisher used was the JEOL IB-09010CP Cross Section 
Polisher.  The epoxy used to coat the sample was 353ND-epotek.  It was mixed in an 8:1 ratio 
and the bubbles were removed by evacuating the sample for ten minutes.  Then, the mixture was 
poured over the sample and it was cured for 15 minutes at 50-80 oC.  Every sample was attached 
to the sample holder using carbon tape and rested about 2 mm above the surface of the sample 
holder. 
The JEOL JSM-7001F Microscope uses a Schottky thermal field emission electron 
source.  Two types of electron detection were used: secondary electron detection and 
backscattered electron detection.  Secondary electrons are the result of inelastically scattered 
beam electrons and were used to generate images of the surface.  Backscattered electrons are 
elastically scattered electrons and their detection was used to both generate images and quickly 
locate particles of larger atomic number in the samples.  Detection of both types of electrons also 
pinpointed pores in the samples.  To determine the elemental composition of the samples, x-ray 
detection was used.  This instrument uses Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS). 
 Secondary electron images are formed from the detection of scattered secondary 
electrons.  These electrons are loosely bound outer shell electrons that receive adequate energy to 
be ejected from inelastic collisions with beam electrons.  They are ejected with energy below 50 
eV, which is much lower than backscattered electrons.  In contrast to the amount of secondary 
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electron emission, the number of backscattered electrons depends on the atomic number of the 
element.  As the atomic number, or size of the nucleus, of an element rises, the number of 
backscattered electrons rises.  Electrons are accelerated towards the sample and when they hit the 
nuclei of the atoms in the sample, they are literally scattered back with the same energy, as 
shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.  In contrast to secondary electrons, these electrons are not 
originally part of the atoms.  These two types of electrons are responsible for creating the image 
of the sample. 
 The electron beam generates characteristic x-rays, which are responsible for the 
elemental information in this study.  It is important to note that other types of radiation, such as 
Bremstrahlung, emitted as a result of the electron beam, as well as other subshell electron 
transitions, are not necessarily characteristic to the elements and thus form the background 
spectrum.  Bremstrahlung is the term referring to x-ray energies that are on a continuum, not 
quantized.  They are simply energy released as x-rays as a result of the beam electrons losing 
energy to the force field of the atoms24.  The characteristic x-rays come from the inner electron 
shells, referred to as K, L, and M shells, which are directly related to quantum numbers of energy 
levels.  A schematic of these orbitals and their proximity to the nucleus is shown in Figure 8, and 
an energy level diagram of these orbitals is shown in Figure 9.  When a tightly bound electron in 
one of these orbitals, for example the K orbital, is removed through ionization (Figure 8), then a 
vacancy remains and the energy of the atom is in the excited “K-level”.  In Figure 9, the K 









the L orbital, fills this vacancy and the process continues (Figure 8).  On the energy level 
diagram (Figure 9), this is represented by the 
downward pointing arrow labeled Kα.  If the 
transition is allowed quantum mechanically, then 
the energy emitted from this transition is in the 
form of x-rays.  The emitted x-rays are 
characteristic to each element, because energy 
levels are characteristic to each element, and 
provide a way to differentiate between materials in 
a sample.  Within the limits of the SEM electron 
beam, the x-rays that can be produced are of the K 
series only (for light elements), the K series and the 
L series (for intermediate elements), and the L series and the M series (for heavy elements)24.  
EDS measures these characteristic x-rays.  
The EDS detector uses a Si(Li) crystal as the basis of x-ray detection.  The Si(Li) crystal 
is very similar to an intrinsic semiconductor in that there are no holes in the crystal and no 
electrons as carriers.  This is the case because the valence shell of silicon is full.  The only way 
the crystal conducts current is if it absorbs energy.  Absorbed energy causes the electrons to enter 
the conduction band, creating holes in the silicon that can carry charge.  The detection process 
begins when the x-rays enter the detector through a thin window.  The detector is a p-i-n type (p-
type, intrinsic, n type) and when the crystal absorbs the x-ray, electrons are ejected.  These 
electrons form a charge pulse, which is converted into a voltage pulse.  This pulse is amplified 
and analyzed by a computer x-ray analyzer (CXA), where the data is displayed as a graph on the 
computer screen24. 
 Further processing of the EDS results was necessary to obtain the most accurate results.  
The 10 nm-thick gold coating was entered into the system before taking the spectra and silicon 
was used as the optimization element.  Once a spectrum was recorded, it was reconstructed to 
minimize the gold peak as much as possible to get a better reading of the other element peaks.  
The acceleration voltage used was 15 kV, which accurately show x-rays emitted between the 
energies of 0 and 7.5 keV.  The deadtime was between 20 % and 30 % during the analyses to 





seconds for point and small area analyses.  The acquisition time for element maps varied greatly 
depending on the area being analyzed.  The oxygen by stoichiometry processing option (shown 
in data) was chosen for the matrix analyses because it was assumed that every element found is 
an oxide.  Multiple types of sampling were used to gain elemental information.  Point analyses, 
area analyses, and elemental area maps were the main types used.  Point analyses were useful in 
determining the composition of specific particles.  Area analyses provided a way to determine if 
two large areas differed drastically in elemental composition.  Elemental area maps were 
extremely useful in seeing how particles were distributed throughout the samples. 
 The cross section polisher used is new technology that dramatically reduces destruction 
of a sample, particularly of layered or fragile samples.  The traditional way to prepare cross 
sections is by mechanical means, which use 
abrasive materials that often become trapped 
in the sample.  The instrument used to create 
the cross sections in this study uses an argon 
ion beam as opposed to a focused ion beam 
or abrasives.  The focused ion beam, though 
more precise, takes a lot of skill and time to 
perform and can only create a cross section 
of a very small area.  Using abrasives is 
dramatically less precise in that it disturbs the 
sample morphology.  In the argon beam method, the section of the sample to be polished is 
identified and then irradiated with the argon beam (Figure 10).  This prevents harmful materials 
from encountering the delicate surface of a sample.  The specimen stage is then rocked side to 
side at 30o angles.  The rocking motion prevents soft and hard materials from being polished at 
different rates, thus further preserving the morphology of the sample25.  The samples studied here 
are incredibly heterogeneous, which is appropriate for the argon beam milling method. 
Typically the method for obtaining a sample from a work of art can be tedious or 
impossible, and use of non-invasive instruments is the best option.  However, these instruments 
do not always exist or are irrelevant in obtaining the desired information.  Scanning electron 
microscopy sample preparation is, by nature, an invasive technique because a sample must be 
taken from the object of study and placed in a small chamber in the microscope.  However, the 
 
       Figure 10 
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sample is not destroyed in any way.  Though invasive, the benefit of using an SEM is that the 
sample size can be extremely small.  In this study, obtaining representative samples was not a 
problem because the sculpture was already fragmented.  Many miniscule pieces of the bust were 
available for use because they would likely not be used in the ultimate restoration of the bust.  
There were two general types of samples studied: Vertical polished cross sections and 
unpolished fragments.  Both polished and unpolished samples are necessary to understand the 
morphology of the terracotta.  The vertical polished cross sections strictly preserve the structure 
of the sample while showing any difference in layers within the sample.  The order and size of 
the layers is undisrupted as well as the structure of particles within the layers.  Unpolished 
fragments that are untouched show a more natural view of the samples and how the different 
materials interact with one another, but do not give as comprehensive of a view of the shape and 
size of particles as the vertical sections.  The unpolished sections were especially useful in 
determining if the clay was fired at a high temperature or not.  They also more clearly show how 
grog particles are embedded in the matrix, which is not evident from the polished vertical cross 
sections.  Taken together, a good understanding of the materials was obtained. 
 There were five samples investigated in this study.  The particular samples used were 
chosen in an effort to gain information about how the different sections of the bust differed from 
one another.  The chosen samples were: an unpolished pink fragment, an unpolished gray 
fragment, an unpolished horizontal surface fragment with surface / pink layer interface, a vertical 
polished cross section of surface / pink layer interface, and a vertical polished cross section of 
pink / gray layer interface.  Horizontal is used in the description of one sample because the plane 
of the fragment is parallel to the surface.  The two polished vertical cross sections were 
embedded in epoxy in order to preserve the delicate surface layer.  The part of the sculpture in 
which these samples were located is unknown.  It is usually beneficial to take a few of each 
representative sample from an object of study, however this was not possible due to time 
constraints and the desire to preserve the bust as much as possible.  Two samples of each layer 
were studied as a result of the nature of the samples that were chosen.  That is, two from the pink 
layer, two from the surface layer, and two from the gray layer were studied.  The objectives were 
to determine if the morphology and elemental composition of the layers differed and if the 





 Before individual samples were analyzed with the microscope, the bust was examined 
macroscopically.  This part of the study did not involve the use of instruments. 
 The first part of the bust observed was the head.  The completely gray inside of the head 
is cleanly hollow.  There are clear junctions between the sides of the hair and the skull (Figures 
11 and 12), and the edges of the junctions were crafted with a tool before being joined together.  
There is dried clay where these pieces were pushed together (Figure 12).  The inside of the top of 
the skull has multiple finger imprints.  The obvious, inner junctions show discrete seams under 
the ears on the surface of the bust (Figure 11).  The interface where the head connects to the neck 
has metal pins in it (Figure 13).  The surface of this interface is orange and looks as if it was 
scored with a tool. 
 The outside of the head has a completely different appearance and texture from the 
inside.  It is smooth and has a pale pink tint to it (Figure 14).  Areas of the surface appear waxy 
in contrast to the slightly rougher terracotta surface (Figure 15).  This waxy substance is on top 
of the natural terracotta surface.  On the brow and eye sockets, there are dots of this waxy 
substance, suggesting decomposition (Figure 16).  The surface on the left cheek of the head has a 
mixture of interesting surfaces.  There are faint brush strokes of the dark waxy substance across 
the cheek.  At the bottom of the chin, the entire surface is abraded in patches down to the pink 
terracotta (Figure 15).  Areas of the waxy surface and the natural terracotta surface are 
intermingled across the head and hair of the bust. 
 Next, individual, large fragments were examined.  In looking at the fragments, one can 
see that the pink and gray layers have a fairly even interface.  Certain vertical, cross sectional 
pieces, have a clean break while others are highly textured (Figures 17 and 18).  On some of 
these cross sectional areas, there are also air pockets (Figure 18).  The inside surfaces of these 
fragments possess the same finger imprints that were found on the inside of the head.  The 
surface of most of these fragments is the same as the dark, waxy substance found on parts of the 
head, though the material is heavier and darker than on the head (Figure 19).  Similar brushstroke 
marks and scratches are seen on these pieces.  In some areas, the surface is mottled as on the eye 
sockets.  The words “houdon an. 1790” are written on the truncation of the right arm (Figures 20 
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and 21), from the perspective of the bust.  No other seal or identification marking was found on 
any part of the bust. 
 The bust is attached to a red, marble base.  A short, wooden support is attached to the 
base, and the bust was formed around it with front and back surfaces converging on the base.  
The entirety of the inner surface of the bust was enclosed before the bust was broken, as seen in 
Figure 2.  There are also short metal stakes attached on both sides of the wooden support.  It is 
unclear if these are original to the piece or not, though the style appears original. 
  
Unpolished Pink Fragment 
The first sample analyzed with the SEM was an unpolished pink fragment, which is from 
inside the pink layer of the bust.  The sample was coated with a 10-nm thick layer of gold to 
prevent image abstraction due to charge build-up.  The objective in analyzing this sample was to 
determine the elemental composition of the sample, the overall structure of the materials used, 
and the cause of the pink color.  Because this is the first of five samples studied, it is expected 
that these findings will serve as a comparison to the other samples. 
The first noticeable characteristic of this sample is the number of large particles 
embedded in the matrix (Figure 22).  Some particles resemble pieces of stone and others, soft 
shards of ceramic.  The matrix appears “flaky” and it seems that the structure of the flaky matrix 
differs in places, some parts appearing to have different textures than others (Figure 23). 
Selected EDS results are shown in the tables below the figures.  The letters K or L next to 
each element in the data tables refer to the shell where the x-ray originated.  The locations of 
point analyses are shown in the figures labeled by a small, black square with a white cross inside.  
The word “Spectrum” and a number appear next to the analyzed point.  Area analyses are 
delineated by a purple rectangle.  The EDS data is given in Weight %, Atomic % and Compound 
%.  The Compound % refers to the oxide of that element, shown in the Formula column.  The 
“Formula” column in each table shows the proposed stoichiometry of the oxides of the elements 
in the sample.  The elemental composition of the matrix verifies that the sculpture is made of 
clay (Table 2), primarily consisting of aluminum, silicon, oxygen, magnesium and calcium.  
Other trace elements such as potassium and sodium are present in some areas and particles.  
Some parts of the matrix are especially rich in calcium, carbon, and oxygen, with small amounts 
of magnesium, silicon, and aluminum (Table 2).  These areas appear to have a different texture 
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and are composed of smaller and rounder particles (Figure 25).  The large particles embedded 
throughout are silicon dioxide, or quartz, particles (Table 1).  Many different particles were 
analyzed, but regardless of their physical form, they were all elementally classified as SiO2.  A 
strange particle was found in the sample rich in chromium and iron.  It is unlikely that any of 
these found particles contribute to the pink color. 
The error associated with EDS analysis is approximately ± 0.2-0.5%.  Other factors to 
consider in terms of error are elements that appear in the EDS spectrum that are not part of the 
original sample.  Because each sample was coated in gold, the gold element peak appears in most 
of the spectra.  However, the gold peak does not overlap with any of the key element peaks in 
this study, thus it is not a major source of error.  Also, carbon accumulates in samples over time, 
which should be acknowledged. 
 
Unpolished Gray Fragment 
 The next sample analyzed was the unpolished gray fragment.  It was coated with gold 
with the same methods as the pink cross section.  This sample is much more porous than the pink 
sample, but otherwise appears to be identical to it.  The same SiO2 particles are present and are 
embedded in the matrix in the same way.  Similar to the pink sample, there are two different 
types of matrix present (Figures 26-29, Tables 5-8).  One is flaky and composed of flat pieces 
and the other is composed of smaller and rounder pieces.  The crater-type holes seen in Figure 30 
are symmetrical and there is no clear pattern to their locations.   
 The EDS results show that the matrix of the gray layer and the pink layer are primarily 
the same, and thus they are both the same material, clay.  The results also confirm that the 
circular pores are truly empty space, determined by taking a point EDS analysis of the holes, in 
which no x-rays appeared.  A flat particle containing iron was found as well as a sheet-like 
particle rich in potassium and oxygen.  Only a single particle of each was found, however there 
were likely more in the layers under that visible layer studied.  The vertical cross-sections give 
better information about the population of particles in a sample. 
 
Unpolished Horizontal Surface / Pink Layer Fragment 
 This sample provides a natural contrast between the surface and the pink layer.  The 
sample was coated in gold with the same methods used for the first two samples.  The pink layer 
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looks identical to the first pink fragment analyzed.  The surface layer is very different from both 
the pink and gray samples.  There are various particles with different morphologies on the top 
and areas that appear smooth.  The smooth areas resemble very thin sheets, some that appear 
folded at the edges (Figures 35, 36; Table 11).  There are few large SiO2 particles on the surface, 
as well as other nodule-like particles are present on the surface in large numbers.  There are 
many small nodules on most of the surface and a few larger ones scattered over the surface.  The 
only particles that were found in both the surface and the pink layer are the large SiO2 particles.  
Small areas of the pink matrix peak through the surface. 
 An element map of the surface / pink layer interface is shown in Figure 31.  The 
difference in elemental composition between the surface and the pink layer is extremely clear in 
the element map.  The top right of each image in the map is the surface and the bottom left is the 
pink layer.  The jagged corner in the center of each image is where the surface and pink layer 
meet.  Below each map, the element represented in that map is listed. 
 Silicon, carbon, and oxygen are the three elements clearly present in both layers.  There 
are calcium particles in both layers in low concentrations, as well as potassium, but in a lower 
concentration.  There is an especially high concentration of carbon where the layers meet, which 
is shown by the bright strip of orange in the top row’s second image from the left (Figure 31).  
This suggests there is a thin layer of carbon between the highest layer of the surface and the pink 
underneath.  There is a high concentration of magnesium, titanium, and sulfur on the surface.  
Aluminum is the only element almost exclusively present in the pink layer.  Iron and lead also 
appear in concentrated areas on the surface.   
 The magnesium, oxygen, and silicon areas on the maps coincide, suggesting these 
elements are part of the same particles.  The lead and some of the sulfur areas coincide perfectly, 
as well.  It is likely that these are part of the same particle, however they may have been applied 
together or may adhere especially well to one another. 
 Point and area EDS analyses were performed to gain a better idea of the morphology of 
each new particle found.  The most prevalent particles found on the surface were the small 
nodules and large, log-like particles (Figure 32).  The nodules shown in Figure 34 contain 
titanium and iron, and the accompanying elemental composition is in Table 10.  Some of the 
other elements listed in the tables are from the area surrounding the particles and appear in the 
analyses because the beam hits areas underneath the titanium-containing particles.  The other 
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particles mentioned are calcium sulfate particles, also known as gypsum (Figures 32, 33; Table 
9).  They rest on top of the surface and are not embedded in it in any way. 
Because the plane of this sample is not uniform, there is a slightly greater error associated 
with the pink layer than for the surface.  All of the x-rays emitted from the elements in the pink 
layer most likely did not reach the detector.  This is due to the orientation of the pink layer on a 
slight angle as compared to the surface layer of this sample.  This results in a potentially lower 
elemental composition than shown in the pink layer in this element map. 
 
Polished Vertical Pink / Gray Layer Cross Section 
 This cross section was studied in another effort to determine any structural or elemental 
differences between the pink and gray layers.  Figures 37 and 39, together, show most of the 
sample.  The pink area is on the right and the gray area is on the left.  An element map was taken 
of the gray and pink areas separately (Figures 38 and 40).  Comparing the two maps, most of the 
elemental composition and the way the elements are distributed throughout look very similar 
with the exception of a small amount of phosphorus that is present in the gray layer.  However, 
the only major difference is the amount of iron in the map of the pink area is much greater and 
more evenly distributed than in the map of the gray area.  The particles are much better defined 
in the pink area map, showing that there is a greater concentration of iron particles in the pink 
area.  The gray area shows a low concentration of iron in most of the sample, but this is the result 
of trace amounts of iron in the clay used to create the bust, which does not contribute to the pink 
color.  The well-defined particles in the pink area are the cause of a much higher iron 
concentration.  The morphology and composition of the rest of the sample is uniform.  A 
comparison of the maps of the other elements shows similar concentrations of these particles in 
both the pink and gray layers. 
 
Polished Vertical Surface / Pink Layer Cross Section 
 This is the first vertical sample of the surface analyzed and provides a good contrast to 
the horizontal fragment containing the surface layer.  The top carbon-based layer (~30 µm thick) 
is very thin in comparison to the pink layer (Figure 41).  Using the secondary electron detector 
(SED), one can tell that the amount of pores in the sample and size of pores increase as one 
travels further below the surface.  This is evident by the very bright areas surrounding the dark 
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areas in Figure 41.  These areas appear brighter because as the electrons from the beam hit the 
edge of a pore, they have more surface area to scatter than if there were no edge.   
An element map was initially used to track where specific elements were located in this 
cross section.  This was done in an effort to discover which elements are part of the same 
particles and gain a general idea of what types of compounds are present in the sample.  In the 
element map shown in Figure 42, the areas of silicon and oxygen strongly correlate, which show 
the locations of SiO2 particles.  There is also correlation between the aluminum and silicon areas, 
which is expected given the matrix of the clay.  The sulfur and calcium areas correlate well, but 
it is important to note that the calcium areas correlate with all of the sulfur areas and not vice 
versa.  While oxygen, aluminum, silicon, magnesium, and calcium are distributed throughout, 
sulfur is only found just under the surface.  Also, carbon is found only on the surface and in the 
very top of the image, which denotes the epoxy layer. 
 For the area and point analyses, the EDS results are not listed using the oxide of each 
element.  Each element was measured with no accompanying predicted oxide formula, thus there 
are no Compound % or Formula columns in these data tables.  The benefits of using this cross 
section polisher technology are clear from these images.  If a less precise cross section polisher 
instrument were used to create this sample, not every particle would be so clearly defined.  The 
layers, especially the thin top layer containing submicron particles, would be heavily disturbed. 
 Figures 43 and 44 show another contrast between the composition of the sample just 
under the surface and further below the surface.  Tables 12 and 13 confirm that there is more 
sulfur just under the surface.  The rest of the elements have similar concentrations.  There is iron 
present in the lower area analysis, which most likely represents iron concentrated in a few 
particles. 
 The backscattered electron detector was used to pinpoint elements of higher atomic 
number, which are metals such as lead and iron in this sample.  Figure 45 shows an iron particle 
that was found and Table 13 gives the EDS results.  The particle is an iron oxide with the 
stoichiometry Fe2O3, determined by the approximate atomic percent of iron (~35%) and oxygen 
(~66%) in the sample.  This iron particle is likely the type of particle responsible for the pink 
color. 
Figure 46 shows an EDS of the epoxy layer.  The epoxy is primarily carbon with a low 
concentration of chlorine.  This is important to note because a small amount of chlorine was 
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found in the surface layer.  It is important to note that the sample was placed under vacuum after 
the epoxy was added because the uppermost carbon layer and the large crack that runs between 
the carbon and the pink layer is the result of the epoxy filling in air pockets. 
 Figure 47 is an image of the same gypsum particle found on the surface in the unpolished 
horizontal surface sample (Figure 32).  This illustrates the precision of the cross section polisher 
because gypsum is very soft compared to the other particles in the sample.  Though soft, the 
structure is clearly conserved.  The other elements listed in Table 15 are the result of the 
composition of the matrix entering into the data. 
 Figure 48 is an element map focused on a small area of the surface.  This map shows that 
there are many small particles not identified by the larger-area elemental map analysis.  The 
correlations shown between elements here are important in confirming the types of materials 
used in creating the bust and in how the bust was created.  In this map, the presence of titanium 
in small nodules, which were found on the surface in the unpolished surface sample, is 
confirmed.  The same correlations between magnesium, oxygen, and silicon were found.  
Calcium and sulfur completely correlate as well as silicon and oxygen. 
 Zooming into the surface further and using the backscattered electron detector, it is clear 
that not all of the submicron particles are titanium because some of them are of higher atomic 
number (Figure 49).  This is evident from using this detector because some particles appear 
much brighter than others.  In point analyses of these particles, they were found to contain 
barium, selenium, sulfur, and cadmium (Figure 49; Graph 1), all sub-micron in scale.  Due to the 
surprising nature of this discovery, the existence of these particles in the matrix was revisited.  
However, they were only found in the surface layer.  It is likely that the identities of the particles 
are BaSO4, CdSe, and CdS.  Particles with a spectrum containing silver and chlorine were also 
found in the uppermost layer.  These are likely AgCl particles because the other elements in the 
spectrum are likely from surrounding particles of very small size.  Both the epoxy and the AgCl 
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Unpolished Pink Fragment 


























Element Weight % Atomic % Compd % Formula 
     
Mg K 0.61 0.50 1.01 MgO 
Al K 1.17 0.87 2.22 Al2O3 
Si K 45.24 32.27 96.78 SiO2 
O 52.98 66.35   
Totals 100.00    
 














































Element Weight% Atomic% Compd% Formula 
              
Mg K 6.18 5.23 10.25 MgO 
Al K 16.59 12.65 31.34 Al2O3 
Si K 24.35 17.83 52.08 SiO2 
K K 2.26 1.19 2.73 K2O 
Ca K 2.57 1.32 3.59 CaO 
O 48.05 61.78   





Element Weight% Atomic% Compd% Formula 
              
Mg K 6.38 5.44 10.58 MgO 
Al K 16.82 12.92 31.78 Al2O3 
Si K 22.76 16.79 48.70 SiO2 
K K 1.66 0.88 2.00 K2O 
Ca K 4.96 2.56 6.94 CaO 
O 47.41 61.41   


















































Element Weight% Atomic% Compd% Formula 
              
C K 7.92 13.64 29.02 CO2 
Mg K 9.92 8.44 16.45 MgO 
Al K 1.33 1.02 2.51 Al2O3 
Si K 1.96 1.44 4.18 SiO2 
Ca K 34.19 17.66 47.84 CaO 
O 44.68 57.80   
Totals 100.00    
 












Unpolished Gray Fragment 



































Element Weight% Atomic% Compd% Formula 
              
C K 9.69 14.67 35.49 CO2 
Mg K 8.28 6.19 13.73 MgO 
Al K 9.35 6.30 17.67 Al2O3 
Si K 11.50 7.45 24.61 SiO2 
Ca K 6.07 2.75 8.49 CaO 
O 55.11 62.63   
Totals 100.00    
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Element Weight% Atomic% Compd% Formula 
              
C K 6.34 10.94 23.23 CO2 
Mg K 10.75 9.16 17.83 MgO 
Al K 3.57 2.74 6.75 Al2O3 
Si K 5.41 3.99 11.58 SiO2 
Ca K 29.03 15.01 40.61 CaO 
O 44.90 58.15   





Element Weight% Atomic% Compd% Formula 
              
C K 13.10 19.86 48.00 CO2 
Mg K 8.44 6.32 14.00 MgO 
Al K 2.26 1.53 4.27 Al2O3 
Si K 3.72 2.41 7.97 SiO2 
Ca K 18.41 8.36 25.76 CaO 
O 54.06 61.52   
Totals 100.00    
 














































Element Weight% Atomic% Compd% Formula 
              
Mg K 4.64 3.93 7.69 MgO 
Al K 15.91 12.15 30.06 Al2O3 
Si K 25.70 18.85 54.98 SiO2 
K K 1.31 0.69 1.57 K2O 
Ca K 4.07 2.09 5.69 CaO 
O 48.38 62.29   





















































Unpolished Horizontal Surface / Pink Layer Fragment 































































































Element Weight% Atomic% Compd% Formula 
              
C K 9.76 15.37 35.78 CO2 
Mg K 0.50 0.39 0.83 MgO 
Al K 0.27 0.19 0.52 Al2O3 
Si K 0.99 0.67 2.12 SiO2 
S K 14.16 8.35 35.35 SO3 
Ca K 16.06 7.58 22.47 CaO 
Ti K 1.76 0.69 2.93 TiO2 
O 56.49 66.76   
Totals 100.00    
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Element Weight% Atomic% Compd% Formula 
              
C K 10.64 16.99 38.99 CO2 
Mg K 4.87 3.84 8.08 MgO 
Al K 0.44 0.31 0.83 Al2O3 
Si K 8.16 5.57 17.46 SiO2 
Ca K 0.47 0.22 0.66 CaO 
Ti K 16.88 6.76 28.15 TiO2 
Fe L 4.53 1.56 5.83 FeO 
O 54.01 64.74   






























Polished Vertical Pink / Gray Layer Cross Section 



















Element Weight% Atomic% Compd% Formula 
              
C K 8.05 12.17 29.48 CO2 
Mg K 13.32 9.95 22.08 MgO 
Al K 0.22 0.15 0.41 Al2O3 
Si K 21.72 14.05 46.46 SiO2 
Ca K 0.25 0.12 0.36 CaO 
Ti K 0.73 0.28 1.21 TiO2 
O 55.72 63.29   
























Polished Vertical Surface / Pink Layer Cross Section 





























































































































Element Weight% Atomic% 
        
O K 55.25 69.43 
Mg K 3.22 2.67 
Al K 8.18 6.10 
Si K 20.96 15.01 
S K 4.51 2.83 
K K 1.02 0.53 
Ca K 6.85 3.44 
   



















































Element Weight% Atomic% 
        
O K 54.26 68.82 
Na K 0.35 0.31 
Mg K 4.48 3.74 
Al K 9.43 7.09 
Si K 20.45 14.77 
S K 0.70 0.44 
K K 1.38 0.71 
Ca K 6.01 3.04 
Fe L 2.96 1.07 
   




Element  Weight % Atomic % 
     
O K 35.30 65.48 
Si K 0.25 0.27 
Fe L 64.45 34.25 
   
Totals 100.00  
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Element Weight% Atomic% 
        
O K 93.76 97.09 
Cl K 6.24 2.91 
   



















































Element Weight% Atomic% 
        
O K 21.68 36.98 
Mg K 2.23 2.50 
Al K 5.43 5.49 
Si K 13.92 13.52 
S K 16.93 14.40 
Ca K 39.82 27.11 
   

















































































Element Weight % Atomic % 
   
O K 55.34 67.32 
Mg K 16.13 12.91 
Si K 28.53 19.77 
   





 The initial macroscopic observations of the bust clearly point its creation from a piece 
mold.  The finger imprints found on almost every inside surface indicate this9.  The most 
common way to create a clay copy of a sculpture is by pressing the wet clay into such a mold.  
The less common way would be to add extra water to the clay and pour it into a mold, which is 
more similar to the method used for plaster, yet less common for clay10.  The textured vertical 
cross sections between fragments are a second piece of evidence towards the artists’ use of the 
piece mold.  To connect the pieces of clay created in a piece mold, one uses a method called 
slipping9.  To slip pieces of clay together, the artist uses a mixture of clay and water as an 
adhesive.  In addition, the edges of the pieces to be attached would be scored with a tool to 
increase the adhesion between them.  This is exactly the type of texture found on some of the 
larger fragments.  The areas where the pieces are connected are naturally more fragile than areas 
that were never separate.  When the bust fell, it would have broken in the areas where it was 
most fragile, which are the lines of connection resulting from the piece mold.  These textured 
pieces are seen in Figure 17, as well as the surface where the neck connects to the shoulders 
(Figure 13). 
 Observing the technique, detail, and signature on the surface of the bust is important in 
evaluating whether or not this is a product of Houdon’s studio.  Houdon was a master of mold 
making.  As stated previously, he wanted to produce many copies of his work if there was 
demand.  He also worked in many materials, most of which required molds at some point in the 
creative process.  When removing a work from a mold, those in his studio always reworked the 
surface in an effort to add the minute and delicate details.  This bust has immense detail, 
especially on Lafayette’s uniform.  Lafayette’s eyes are shaped in the manner of Houdon, with 
rounded eyeballs and hollowed out pupils.  It is clear that the person who created the bust had a 
good amount of knowledge of sculpture and was practiced in the process used to make the bust.  
In observing the signature, one can see that it appears to have been written when the clay was 
still wet, thought it is difficult to tell because the added waxy surface has seeped into the letters.  
This is an important piece of information because if written when wet, the artist originally 
intended for it to be there.  Also, the signature could have been added when the clay was dry and 
before firing, which occurred in Houdon’s studio9.  In comparing two signatures from two 
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different Benjamin Franklin terracotta busts by Houdon, one can see the difference between a 
signature added into wet clay versus dry clay9.   Considering this, the signature and year were 
unlikely a later addition by someone making an effort to deceive.  It is certain that the waxy 
substance was added over the letters, showing the signature was definitely added before the 
surface layer. 
 The surface of the bust does not appear to be in its original state.  Houdon did not use 
varnishes.  He liked the surface to be natural, which he believed was more realistic.  The waxy 
substance on the surface is likely organic in nature.  The mottled appearance on Lafayette’s brow 
is a result of this waxy substance’s age and potential decomposition (Figure 16).  Its brown color 
is probably the result of dust or dirt embedded in the surface or a decomposition of the substance 
itself.  On the bust’s left jaw and chin, the surface is eroded down to the pink layer.  This is likely 
the result of a previous conservation attempt to remove the discolored surface and return the 
surface to the original state.  The method used to remove the waxy substance was too abrasive 
and it appears to have been discontinued.  On the left cheek, there is a faint, dry brushstroke of 
the dark substance.  This is evidence of the application method of the surface or a gentler attempt 
to remove it.  These brushstrokes and abrasions appear on other areas of the bust (Figures 14, 15, 
17).  It is clear that the surface has been tampered with multiple times. 
 The inside surfaces of the bust were completely enclosed when it was intact.  This is 
evidence that the bust may have not had a large outlet for air to escape during firing.  Because 
clay temperature can determine its color in certain cases12, this could be the cause of the two-
toned nature of the bust.  If the heat could only escape through a small opening, it is possible that 
the inside of the bust was much hotter than the outside surface, causing the inside to be a 
different color than the outer layer.  However, unless the morphology of both layers is 
thoroughly studied to determine a possible firing temperature, there is no other evidence to 
determine how the bust was fired, if at all. 
 
Unpolished Pink Fragment 
 The main conclusion made from this sample’s data is that the material is definitely 
terracotta.  Simply looking at the bust, one would not be able to tell whether or not it was made 
from clay.  Due to the two-toned nature of the material, the bust could have been made of plaster 
and then painted or tinted with the pinkish tone.  The SEM images completely negate any 
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possibility that the bust is made of plaster.  The morphology and elemental composition of the 
bust is very similar to Kaolin clay, which is rich in silicon and aluminum 21,26.  While there is a 
sizeable concentration of calcium in this sample, there is no sulfur, which would indicate a 
plaster composition.  Comparing the flaky structure of the clay to other SEM images of low-
fired, or non-vitrified, clay in the literature, it is clear that this is terracotta11. 
 There appear to be two types of clay, or materials, mixed in this sample: calcareous and 
siliceous.  The classification of the clay is loosely based on the amount of calcium present 
determined through EDS analysis, but there are not strict parameters used to separate calcareous 
and siliceous clays21,26.  The difference is generally characterized by a percentage of calcium in 
clay that is ~10% or higher.  The calcareous material is likely lime (CaO) or limestone (CaCO3).  
Chalk, which is a different form of CaCO3, is also found in many types of clay and could be this 
substance.  A comparison of the elemental and structural analyses of the calcium-rich areas of 
the sample shows this27.  Limestone and lime are both materials that can be analyzed through TL 
dating, but the same potentially large error is associated with the technique.  Oxford does not 
state that the sample was analyzed with EDS or an SEM prior to dating it, thus the scientists 
would not have known that there were two types of materials mixed together.  The amount of 
light emitted from the sample during the analysis would have been based on the sample mass.  
However, one material may be thermoluminescent and the other may not be.  Without SEM 
images, one cannot tell what the mixture is and the experiment as a whole becomes less accurate. 
It is important to note that there is a difference in texture between areas of the clay and in 
their elemental composition seen in Figures 24 and 25.  This texture difference is not a sign of 
vitrification of the clay, a process described in the introduction.  If the different texture of clay 
were vitrification, it would have a higher SiO2 concentration.  In this sample, the difference in 
composition is between the amount of calcium, carbon, and aluminum in the clay.  Comparing 
the EDS data in Tables 3 and 4 show that it is not only the silicon concentration that changes.  
The silicon and aluminum change by the same percentage between the data from the two types of 
matrix present.  In addition, the flaky structure of the matrix is characteristic of low-fired clay, or 
high refractory clay.  The images can be compared to other SEM images in the literature11.  The 
way this clay specifically responds to heat is important to consider in an analysis of the TL data, 
because it can relate to whether or not the material is well behaved thermoluminescently. 
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It is also important to note that there is error associated with carbon’s peak in EDS 
analysis.  Because there are many potential sources of carbon in samples and from interaction 
between the sample, other materials, and humans, it should be assumed that the amount of 
carbon in a point analysis might not be completely accurate.  Though there is carbon present, it is 
likely that there is actually less carbon than appears in the data. 
 The silicon dioxide particles embedded in the clay are called “grog” in sculptors’ terms.  
Grog is characteristic of a clay or terracotta work.  It is made of ground up pieces of previously 
fired clay, quartz, or other particulate material available in the artist’s studio8.  The artist uses 
grog to make the clay easier to work with by hand, strengthen it after it is fired, and lessen 
shrinkage of the clay during firing9.  The grog in this bust is composed heavily of ground up 
quartz.  A number of other particles found in the clay are likely part of the grog mixture that the 
artist added.  A high concentration of quartz in the clay is something that is particular to clay 
used in France during Houdon’s lifetime9,21.  Because the clay is primarily composed of silica 
and aluminum, with large amount of quartz, the siliceous clay likely came from Paris.  Studies of 
the clay used by other French sculptors contemporary with Houdon, such as Clodion, used clay 
with these properties9.  Another possibility, based on the same study21, is that the clay could have 
come from Italy because of the presence of calcium-rich material in the clay.  The source of 
Houdon’s clay is unknown.  However, because Houdon worked both in Italy and Paris during his 
lifetime5 and the elemental composition of the clay agrees with that found in both regions, it is 
highly possible that this is clay Houdon would have used. 
 No obvious explanation for the pink color, without comparison to the gray layer, was 
found in this sample.  There are a number of particles that may be responsible, for example, the 
iron.  Iron oxide (Fe2O3) is usually characteristic of a reddish-pink color8.  However, iron oxide 
is also rust.  Because the original location of this sample in the bust is unknown, it is not clear 
from this sample whether or not this could be rust from the pins connected to the head or the 
compound added to the clay mixture as a pigment.  The particle containing chromium and iron 
found is unique to this sample.  Chromium typically is used as a green pigment, but given the 
large size of this particle, it is unlikely a pigment. 
Identifying the different types of materials mixed into the clay is important in a materials 
analysis of this bust.  These different materials are, for the most part, invisible to the naked eye.  
Comparing this to the TL data obtained from Oxford, one must consider the effect that a mixture 
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of two types of clay or material has on TL data.  It is possible that one type of clay in the sample 
is well behaved with regard to thermoluminescence and the other type of clay or mineral material 
is not well behaved.  Also, lime and limestone generally have a low internal radiation dose, 
changing the validity of TL measurements28.  Discovering that this is a mixture of materials is 
not determinable by observation and can only be discovered through a microscopic investigation 
of the materials. 
 
Unpolished Gray Fragment 
 The mixture of two types of clay is very clear in this sample, as it is in the pink sample.  
The two different morphologies, evidence for the two types of clay, are present in Figures 26 and 
27.  Comparing the EDS results in Tables 5 and 6 show, as in the pink sample, that the calcium 
weight percent rises while the silicon and aluminum weight percents fall by a similar amount, 
verifying the existence of a mixture of clay or materials rather than vitrification. 
 From a comparison of the white and pink samples, it is clear that they are made of the 
same material.  The morphology and elemental composition of this sample look particularly 
similar to the pink sample.  SiO2 particles are found throughout the sample.  In comparing 
Figures 23 and 28, one can see the overall similarities between the samples.  The one significant 
difference is the greater number of circular pores in the white sample.  These circular pores, 
about 20 µm in diameter, are not at all present in the pink sample.  This shows that the pink color 
is not the result of a distinct difference in clay.   
There is iron present in the gray sample, however with an unpolished sample, it is not 
easy to tell the amount of iron in comparison to the pink sample.  It would take a certain 
concentration of iron particles to make the sample a stronger shade of pink as opposed to gray. 
 
Unpolished Horizontal Surface / Pink Layer Fragment 
 This sample holds a lot of information about how the bust was made and the substances 
applied to the surface.  Looking at the elemental map, it is clear that the pink layer is composed 
of oxygen, aluminum, and silicon.  There are potassium, carbon, and magnesium present in small 
amounts in the pink layer.  These findings correlate with the data found in the unpolished pink 
fragment. 
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 The substance containing magnesium, silicon, and oxygen is talc.  Talc is a powdery 
material with a flaky, thin sheet-like microscopic structure and the formula Mg3Si4O10(OH)2.  
The talc is embedded in the surface (Figures 35, 36).  Finding talc on the surface is strong 
evidence that this bust was made from a mold and that another mold could have been made from 
it.  In making sculpture, talc is used to prevent clay from adhering to a plaster mold.  A primary 
source document5 states that Houdon had access to talc.  Houdon states that he used the finest 
plaster made of talcum powder.  With the large amount of mold making that occurred in his 
studio, talc would have been frequently used to facilitate that process or could have been part of 
the plaster itself. 
 The gypsum (CaSO4) particles found in the surface are more support of the hypothesis 
that this was made from a piece mold.  Gypsum was found neither in the pink nor in the white 
unpolished samples.  Its presence in the surface alone shows that the surface came in contact 
with plaster.  Molds are usually made of plaster.  Houdon had access to gypsum because one of 
the largest natural gypsum deposits is in Paris, which is where he lived and worked. 
 The prevalent carbon signal on the interface between the surface and the pink layer is 
likely the organic-based waxy surface.  Though carbon is usually present in most samples, the 
high concentration of it localized in this area suggests that it is not the result of a random 
accumulation of carbon over time, but a deliberately applied layer (Figure 31).  The waxy 
substance on the surface of the bust facilitates the adhesion of dust and other particles to the 
surface.  This explains why some areas are much darker than others.  The broken bust was 
originally wrapped in newspaper for storage.  The pigments used in newspaper printing are very 
likely a source of surface darkening, in addition to dust and other particles. 
 The titanium nodules found in the surface are likely TiO2 particles.  The use of titanium 
in sculpture is usually as a white pigment or an opacifier, a material that prevents light from 
entering a surface.  Titanium was just beginning to be used at the beginning of the 19th century, 
correlating with the date on the bust.  These nodules were not found in either of the other 
samples, which are representative of the interior of the sculpture.  The location of TiO2 on the 
surface alone could be original to the sculpture or it could be a later addition that occurred during 
a change in ownership or a change in decorative style trend.  Because titanium is used as a white 
pigment, this may be evidence of an attempt to paint the surface white, just as other Houdon 
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busts have been painted completely white.  The carbon substance on the surface layer may have 
been the oil medium used to apply the TiO2. 
 Because all of the lead areas correlate with some of sulfur areas on the element map of 
the surface, it is likely that this compound is lead sulfate (PbSO4), which is used as paint drier for 
oil based paints.  The drier was probably applied at the time of another pigment.  This compound 
was manufactured on large scale in the 18th century8.  It is unlikely that Houdon would have 
applied it, especially because he did not like to alter the surface of his work and the original 
surface of the sculpture was the same pink color of the pink layer.  This is evidence that the TiO2 
or other pigments were applied in an oil medium to the surface after the artist’s death. 
 
Polished Vertical Pink / Gray Layer Cross Section 
 A comparison of Figures 38 and 40 clearly verify that iron oxide, in some stoichiometric 
form, is responsible for the pink color of the clay.  Everything else in the two layers is uniform 
based on the data.  Iron is in both layers but there is a higher concentration in the pink layer.  
This is a clue as to how the clay was colored.  Because iron oxide is present everywhere, it could 
have been applied on the surface and then distributed itself vertically downward through the 
clay.  It is possible that this was a water-based color and it was applied after the clay had dried 
out, however this is not definite. 
 
Polished Vertical Surface / Pink Layer Cross Section 
 The element maps shown in Figure 42 are instrumental as another piece of evidence 
towards the bust’s creation from a piece mold.  As in the other samples, the oxygen, aluminum, 
magnesium, and silicon areas correlate, representing the siliceous clay matrix.  All of the sulfur 
areas correlate with calcium, signifying the presence of gypsum.  Calcium is present throughout, 
but as part of the calcareous material.  The strong evidence for the piece mold is shown through 
the sulfur map, which is in the bottom left corner.  Sulfur is present only just under the surface 
layer.  The presence of sulfur, representative of plaster, on the surface and just under it suggests 
that when the clay was pressed into a plaster piece mold, part of the plaster became embedded in 
the bust. 
Figure 41 clearly shows the increasing number of pores as the distance from the surface 
increases.  The bright circular areas are further evidence that these are truly pores and not 
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another substance that just appears dark in the image.  The pores can be explained by gas or 
water droplets that became trapped in the clay.  Because so many materials are mixed together to 
form the sculpting substance, air likely became trapped in this process.  Also, the process of 
creating a clay cast from a mold involves adding layers of clay on top of one another, easily 
allowing gas to become trapped.  During firing, water escaped the space in which it was trapped, 
which creates pores. 
 The carbon substance shown in the surface and above it is the epoxy that was used to 
mount the sample.  This epoxy filled in any open spaces between all the delicate particles on the 
surface and preserved their general spatial relationship to one another.  Based on the clear 
presence of carbon in the unpolished horizontal surface fragment, it is likely that there was 
already a carbon-containing substance on the top layer, however the epoxy has been added to it.  
The crack (Figure 50) is the result of using vacuum when applying the epoxy.  It is important to 
note the position of all the particles that are embedded in the epoxy on the surface layer.  When 
the epoxy was applied, some of the smaller particles may have fallen to a lower layer in the 
surface than the talc particles due to their small size and heavier atomic weight.  Because the talc 
and gypsum particles are larger and long in shape, they would be less likely to vertically shift.  
The lack of documentation about the application of any smaller particles must also be considered 
in their position relative to the larger particles. 
 The iron particles shown in Figure 45, with its supporting EDS data, are greater evidence 
that iron oxide is the cause of the pink color of the clay.  There are quite a few iron particles in 
the pink layer of this sample.  Fe2O3 has been used as a red / pink hue for centuries, thus this 
would have been a common, available, and cheap choice to color the clay pink. 
 Figure 49 is a very high magnification view of the surface layer showing the sub-micron 
particles containing cadmium, selenium, and barium.  These elements were not used in Houdon’s 
lifetime.  Their use began to be widespread in the mid-19th century and continued into the early 
20th century8.  Because they were not found anywhere besides in the surface layer of this sample, 
it is likely that the pigment was added at a later date, as this was common practice.  The particles 
could not have been applied by Houdon.  The compounds CdS and CdSe are deep red8.  The 
presence of barium in the surface with these particles is evidence that these particles were 
manufactured in 1926 or later8.  The barium sulfate is the result of a manufacturing process in 
which the CdS and CdSe were co-precipitated with BaSO4.  The final mixture of compounds is 
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known as cadmopone, or cadmium lithopone.  These pigments are not as rich as the pure CdS 
and CdSe pigments, but were cheaper to manufacture.  If the silver-containing particles found are 
AgCl, then this could have been a component in newspaper ink.  Silver chloride is a white 
compound that darkens when it comes in contact with light and is used in photo development.  In 
addition, all of the pigments above have been part of printing ink at some point in the past.  
However, the small amount of silver found in comparison to the other submicron particles shows 
that it comes from a different source.  To have a better answer to these questions, multiple 
surface samples are needed for study. 
 The presence of lead sulfate on the unpolished horizontal surface / pink layer fragment 
element map correlates with the presence of the sub-micron pigments in this sample.  It is likely 
that PbSO4 was used as the paint drier after the pigments were applied.  Connecting the pigments 
and the paint drier with the date of the change of ownership of the bust is important.  The partial 
history associated with the bust stated that the Lafayette family sold the bust around 1920.  The 
pigments used on the surface were first manufactured in 1926.  There is the possibility that the 
new owners decided to darken the bust’s surface with the cadmium paint and then applied the 
lead sulfate drier.  It was more common to alter artwork at the time than it is today. 
 The vertical order of the particles on the surface does not give a completely accurate 
picture of the order in which the particles first came in contact with the surface.  As stated in the 
observation analysis, it is clear that the surface has been altered, thus there is error associated 
with their position.  Because the substances embedded in the surface are all of different 
molecular weight and size, one cannot assume that they did not move from their original 
locations.  This is especially the case if they were added in a carbon-based oily medium.  The 
method used to apply the substances to the surface is unknown as well, and this could have 
affected the position of particles already on the surface.  It appears that there were efforts to 
remove the finish on the surface, which is another factor that likely shifted the position of the 
surface particles.  Lastly, the application of the epoxy and the use of vacuum in this process is an 
important source of particle shifting.  However, the TiO2, CdS, CdSe, and BaSO4 particles are 
present only on the uppermost layer of the sample, which shows their later application to the 
bust.  In contrast, the talc and gypsum are distributed throughout the surface layer, and the 
gypsum penetrates into the clay matrix.  SiO2 particles are found throughout the sample, both in 
the surface and the matrix, showing that these are original to the bust. 
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Further Research and Directions 
 There are a number of directions that can be followed in this project.  The first major 
direction is to more closely evaluate the information in the documents associated with the bust.  
The second major direction is purely scientific and involves a more thorough sample study and 
new analytical techniques.  The third is to investigate the way this information can be used to 
repair the bust. 
Beginning with the first major direction, a deeper investigation of the provenance of this 
bust would solidify its origin.  Research into records of art sales or the acquisitions of the 
Lafayette family will verify if they were in possession of this bust, or a similar one.  However, 
this has the potential to be an extremely tedious process with little return of information.  It was 
only recently that strict records began to be kept of art given as gifts or sold.  In addition to more 
research into the provenance, the bust’s association with the White House is an important piece 
of information that can be solved without much ambiguity.  With access to the right records, it 
would be clear if Ryan donated or lent this bust to the Kennedys before it reached Boston 
College. 
The greater amount of information about the materials could change the way the 
extremely brief TL report is interpreted. The better option would be to redo the TL dating 
technique on a more representative group of samples from other parts of the bust.  Because there 
are multiple ways to perform TL dating, the best method could be determined for this specific 
bust.  The way the new TL data is interpreted would be different, as well, knowing the 
composition and storage conditions of the bust.  Performing a more thorough TL dating by using 
more samples and taking into consideration new error that may be added due to the more detailed 
information about the materials would be beneficial to the study.  However, as shown in the 
Introduction, TL dating is not an absolute means to date the bust in any sense.  For these reasons 
this would be considered a low-priority research direction. 
One of the most logical new scientific directions to explore is the comparison of these 
samples to samples from other Houdon busts.  To investigate this, one would need to carefully 
consider sample choice and how to obtain a sample from an unbroken sculpture.  Comparing the 
microscopic structure and the materials used in the bust with other works by Houdon where the 
provenance is more concrete would be helpful in assessing where the bust was created. 
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Due to the limited time available for this research, only five samples from this bust were 
studied.  There are still many miniscule pieces of the bust that would unlikely be used in its 
conservation that could be studied with the SEM.  The use of looking at these extra samples is 
just in an effort to confirm that the samples already studied are not anomalous in any way to the 
rest of the bust.  Studying multiple samples is a common procedure in analytical science. 
An analysis of the bust’s dimensions is appropriate for Houdon’s work because he found 
much importance in presenting his portraits as truly life-size.  He meticulously planned the 
measurements for his portrait busts, factoring in the amount of clay shrinkage upon firing as well 
as the size of the mold29.  Houdon tailored his artistic process to create busts with the correct life-
size dimensions.  This bust was presumably created using the dimensions from Lafayette’s life 
mask and should have very similar dimensions to the identical marble Lafayette at Versailles.  If 
a mold were dishonestly created from the marble or another version of this bust, the resulting 
clay shrinkage would be fairly obvious.  While the measurements of the head and the rest of the 
bust do not give an absolute answer as to whether or not Houdon was the artist, it gives a good 
idea of how careful the artist was and from which sculpture the mold was created9.  If the 
dimensions are very close to the identical marble bust, then this is evidence that Houdon made 
the mold.  If the dimensions are simply similar, Houdon could still be the artist, but this claim is 
less certain than would be if the dimensions were exact.  Due to the amount of very good copies 
of this bust circulating, one of the only possible differentiating factors could be shrinkage due to 
firing, according to Giacometti29.  A specific comparison of dimensions should be the amount of 
clay shrinkage made of the Lafayette busts in this style that are cast after or actually created by 
Houdon. 
Raman Spectroscopy could be used as an additional analytical tool to determine more 
specifically what type of clay was used and if it correlates with the clay used in other Houdon 
busts.  The advantage to using this technique is that it is completely non-invasive.  Thus, it would 
be very easy to compare the Raman fingerprint spectrum to multiple other busts without damage 
or alteration.  The instrument is portable, another factor simplifying its use as an art conservation 
tool and as a good technique in this study. 
 The third major direction of study is the application of this data to the conservation of the 
bust because this study was performed as a step in an effort to ultimately repair it.  Knowing the 
materials and elemental composition of the surface layers is important in choosing the best and 
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safest conservation treatments to return the bust to its original appearance.  Further scientific 
study in this direction should include the investigation of materials that could be used for its 
repair, specifically an adhesive.  A better understanding of the surface is crucial to determine a 
method to remove the waxy surface, if possible at all.  The consequence of an uninvestigated 
surface is present on the chin of the bust where an attempt at the surface removal was destructive 
(Figure 15).  A poor attempt to reattach the head to the rest of the bust is also evident (Figure 
13).  Because of the large fractured pieces and the fact that the entire head is intact, the sculpture 





 Through the observations and analysis performed in this project, it is clear that it is 
almost impossible to make an absolute conclusion as to whether or not Jean-Antoine Houdon is 
the true sculptor of this piece.  This is the case with many art objects where the provenance is not 
verified and even, in some cases, when it is verified.  Because of Houdon’s popularity and 
frequent use of molds and different materials, there are many forgeries and honest copies of 
Houdon busts that exist.  In addition, Houdon produced sculpture in response to demand, 
showing the potential for the existence of genuine copies.  Lafayette was a particularly popular 
figure in both France and America and many would have liked to have his portrait for a low 
price. 
 If it is true that the signature was added before firing, it is original to the bust.  This 
shows that the intention of the artist was to write this signature, whether or not it was actually 
Houdon himself.  The originality of the signature is truly important in determining the value of 
this sculpture as a both a piece of art and a piece of history, dispelling the idea that the bust was a 
work previously created to which someone added a signature to sell it for a higher price.  The 
person who created the bust definitely had advanced skills in mold making, casting, and 
sculpting, and this alone adds greater value to the work.  The immediate assumption by most that 
this may not be an original piece speaks to Houdon’s immense popularity as a sculptor.  Many 
copies of Houdon’s work exist, both from his workshop and from other artists.  Due to the 
number of copies of Houdon’s work, those created by him and by others, his work has been 
difficult to authenticate. 
 Houdon was a master of molds and materials.  All data points to the bust’s creation from 
a piece mold, a type of mold Houdon used often and the common technique of the time.  The 
finger imprints, talc’s presence on the surface, and gypsum’s presence on the surface and in the 
clay just below it show the artist worked the clay into a mold made of gypsum.  This explains the 
missing original clay model, which is usually destroyed in the process of making a mold.  
Houdon would have needed this model to carve the identical marble bust to exact dimensions.  
Often, one of his assistants would have done the major marble carving and Houdon would finish 
it and add the details.  Pressing clay into a piece mold is the easiest way to reproduce a terracotta 
bust, and would have been an easy task for an assistant in Houdon’s studio to execute.  The 
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bust’s fragility is the result of the piece mold and it is clear that parts of it fractured along the 
mold lines, which were clearly slipped together. 
 Because the pink and gray layers have the same morphology and elemental composition, 
the pink color was likely added after the bust was fully sculpted.  After grog is added to the 
unformed wet clay and the final form is created, the clay is set to dry out for weeks or months.  
The iron oxide pigment was likely added to a medium, either water or oil based.  It then could 
have been added before firing or after because it is not a glaze. 
 It is clear that one or multiple surface elements were added over the original pink surface 
years after its creation.  The titanium nodules could have been original or added along with the 
other pigments, and could be serving a dual purpose.  Parts of the surface are especially chalky in 
texture and those surfaces appear lighter in color.  Due to this appearance, its use as an opacifier 
is highly possible.  Because it is present in such high concentrations on the surface, its addition 
was intentional, though whether or not it is original is still unclear.  Another possibility is that the 
titanium was added to lighten the pink surface or in an effort to cover up the darker substance on 
the surface. 
In contrast to the titanium, no one would have added the CdS and CdSe pigments to the 
bust immediately after it was created because they were not manufactured until 1926.  Also, 
Houdon did not like to alter the surface of his work.  It is very likely that the CdS and CdSe 
pigments were added using oil as the medium, which heavily alters the surface.  The presence of 
the lead sulfate is further evidence proving that the pigment was added in an oil medium and was 
not original because whoever added it wanted it to dry quickly.  The sculpture is so delicately 
fashioned with accurate scale of features and beautiful added surface detail that the artist would 
not have so sloppily applied an organic-based finish to the work.  Also, assuming the TL data 
error is not extremely immense, the finish contains materials manufactured in the 20th century, 
which does not correlate with the results of the TL analysis or Houdon’s lifetime.  The chin 
shows abrasion where someone likely tried to take off the finish, thus others have recognized that 
it is not original to the piece. 
 It is unreasonable for the Lafayette bust to remain in such an unfortunate state simply 
because of an accident.  Until it was broken, its authenticity was not seriously doubted.  Because 
of this bust’s creation from a mold, it is technically already considered a copy, and was never an 
original, even if created in Houdon’s studio.  Though this study involved a great deal of scientific 
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analysis, it raises important philosophical questions about the worth of artwork and the 
intersection of science and art.  In this case, a microanalysis of the materials was pursued to gain 
information to return the bust to a stable state and to ultimately respect the artist.  Evaluating the 
elemental composition of the materials of the bust to decide whether or not they are original to 
the piece is central to the ideology of art conservation today.  Conservators work to return a piece 
of art to a stable and clean form.  Doing this requires a historical understanding of art, an 
understanding of art practice, and an understanding of the artist’s philosophy, goals, and 
intentions.  To best achieve these goals, scientific analysis is necessary.  In the past, conservation 
attempts were often destructive to a work of art.  However, new technology gives conservators a 
large advantage in that they have the opportunity to devise harmless and reversible methods to 
perform conservation treatments on artwork.  The data and conclusions in this study were made 
to give conservators a deeper knowledge of the materials and with that, more tools to repair the 
bust.  The artist’s intentions are buried in the materials, and with discovering these intentions 
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